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Cornmunigue of the meetin~ .... 
. ... 

The Conference of the .Committee on Disarmament today held its 715th plenary meeting 

in the Palais des NationS;, Geneva, under the Chairmanship of Mr. Lukabu-K 1Habouji, 

representative of the RE;lpublic of Zaire. 

'l'b.e representative of India (H.E. Ambassador J3.C. Mishra) made q. statement on the 

mid-term review of the Disarmament Decade. 

The representative of the Polish People's Repub.lic (H.E. Ambassador E. Wyzner) made 

a statement on the mid-term review of the Disarmament Decade. 

. The representative of the Mongolian People 1 s Republic 

(H.E. Ambassador Mangalyn Dugersuren) m?-de a statement on the draft .convention on the 

prohibition of military or any other hostile use of environmental modification techniques 

in the light of recent proposals and suggestions. 

The representative of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics 

(H.E. Ambassador V.I. Likhatchev) made a statement on the mid-term review of the 

Disarmament Decade. 

The representative of Japan (H.E. Ambassador M. Ogiso) made a statement on the 

mid-term review of the Disarmament Decade with suggestions that priority be given to CTB 

and the prohibition of chemical weapons within the context of a comprehensive programme 

of disarmament for the Decade. 

The representative of the Federal Republic of Germany (H.E. Ambassador G.J. Schla.:j.ch) 

made a statement on several aspects concerninc the mid-term review of the Disar:mament 

Decade. 

The Chairmanmade an announcement concerning participation of experts of States 

non-members or''the CCD in the Ad Hoc Group of Scientific Experts to Consider International 

Co-operative· :Measures to Detect and Identify Seismic Events. 

The Committee bade farewell to the leader of the delegation of Mongolia, 

H.E. Ambassador Dugersuren. Statements were made by the representatives of Poland, -the 

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, Japan., the Federal Republic of Germany, the 

United States .a:f· America, Iran, Romania and Mongolia, who presented his successor, 

H.E. Ambassad6r B. Jargalsaikhan, · ~s -vrell as by the representative of Zaire, Chairman. 

The next pienary meeting of the Conference will be held on Thursday, 

29 July 1976 at 10.30 a.m. 

* 
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Mr. MISHRA (India); By· its .. resolution ·2:60-2~-E~:.{XXIV) of 16 December 1969 
': ' I •.•• ••· • .'· ·.·.,. •·• [ \ i:i' :···. . . ,: 

the- Unitea.· Nat~oris General Assembly decla.~ecl the decade of the 1970s as a 

Disarmi~~rl.t-.D~~Eiae'~·· · :t:n ·doing so the General Assembly ·recognized that c01i.certed 

and concentrated. efforts were needed to halt the 'nublear ar~:::i' 'ra:ce, to' bring 

about nuclear disarmament arid the elimination of oth8r weapons Of mass destruction, 

and to negotiate a treaty on general and complete disarmameri·L The Assembly 
. . 

also stated its belief that ·a. ·substantial part of the resources freed by 

disarmament measures should "be channelled to promote the E/cononiic ·development of 

developing countries and, in parti.cula.r, their scientific and technblogical'progress. 

Finally,· the Assembly requested the CCD to' negotiate co'mprehensive rrieasures for· 

reaching the ultimate goal'of general and complete disarmament. 

My delegation joins others in expressing its gratitude to' 'the Nigerian 

delegation and, in particular, to Ambassador Clark for the initiative taken in 

the General Assembly last year for a. mid-term revie-~v of the progress in the 

Disarmament Decade. The initiative resulted in resolution 3470 (XXX) which, 

inter· alia., invi'ted ·the CCD to review the work 'done in the implementation of the 

purposes a:nd objectives of the Disarmament :Decade and to accelerate the pace of 

its efforts to negotiate truly effective disarmament and arms limitation agreements. 

In our spring session this year it was again Ambassador Clark who took the 

initiative to ask that the·CCD'hold special plenary meetings in pursuance of the 

C-Bneral Assembly re ::::o lu tion. 

The mid-term l"evie>-1 we are now conducting has as its objective a report to 

-the General Assembly on what we think has been done ·or not be.en done in the ·last 

·five years and what corrective measures, if any, a.re_neeq.~d. What can -v;e report 

to the Assembly? It can be reminded; of course, of the Treaty on the Prohibition 

of the Emplacemen-t of 1'-Tuclea.r ltfeapons and Other Weapons of Mass Destruction on the 

Sea-Bed and the Ocean Floor; as also the Biological \veapons Convention, which have __ 

already entered into force.' . Further, it can be .reported that we have made 

significant progress, if not completed tl:).e work, on a. convention to prohibit the 

use. of environmental modification techniques .for military or any other .. hostile. 

purposes. 11/fy delega-tion ·does not' reg!'trd these international instruments as trivia. 

Indeed, the significance of the last-named goes far beyond wha;t ~an be foreseen:at 

the pre sent. It goes in the direction of prohibiting the use of science and 
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technology for perpetrating mass destruction 9 a subject to which the Committee 

has this year devot8d considerable time and vJhich will, perhaps, receive 

concentrated attention next year. 

But we cannot be proud of our efforts to halt the nuclear arms race; much 

less can we face· the Assembly with having made any effort to bring about nuclear. 

disarmament. l:lha.t has this led to? In the words of the Prime Minister of India, 

M:cs. Gandhi, "The world has become ·accustomed to nuclear arsenals, and insensitive 

to their evil, perhaps even unable to comprehend the sheer magnitude of the 

feETsome destruction they hold. There is a helpless acceptance of nuclear, 

biological and chemical weapons as part of our daily lives. Our prebccupation 

v!i th smaller day-to-day problems clouds a careful examination of the assumptions 

and policies which have led to the arms race. 11 These words were· spoken in the 

General Assembly ill the twenty-fifth year of the United Nations and in the first 

year of the Disarmament Decade. 

Hankind' s quest for peace a..r:td prosperity is perpetual. It is counter-balanced 

by greed and avarice. These have led to incessant wars and e"lsasters. Histo:ry 

iG full of the efforts of leaders from various parts of the world to achieve the 

pe Tpe tual goal. In the modern era the first such concerte1 attempt was made after 

t!1o First World War through the establishment of the League of Nations. But in 

less than two decades the impotence of that organization was apparent. The late 

Pa...'1dit Jawaharlal =~ehru said in 1938, 11All the brave words of disarmament and 

out~awi"J of war have ended in nothing, idle dreams that have vanished at the coming 

of crllel· day. The world hovers at the brink of war and catastrophe and spends 

Jshroe times as much on armaments as it did in 1914~ International morality, feeble 

2-S it always was, has ceased to exist 11 
•. 

The United Nations was born in the aftermath of the Second World War, arising 

:f:c·om the ashes of the League of Nations, to strive yet again towards the goal of 

c.:.~ving the succeeding generations from the scourge of war. In the period from the 

birth of the United Nations iri 1945 up to the present day, more wars have been 

fought and fantastic sums spent ori defence than in any other ·corresponding period 

of human histo:ry. Far from the process of disarmament having even begun, the 

arms race continues unabated. To quote Pandit Nehrll once again, he said in the 
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General Assembly in 1961, "I am convinced that the modern world cannot continue 

for long v1i thout full disarmament. It is perhaps true ultimately that the 

material advance which has taken place in the world and which is magnificent has 

gone far ahead of the development of the human mind. A mind which lags behind and 

thinks in terms of how nations functioned· and wars occurred a hundred or t1.v0 hundred 

years ago does not fit ·in'·Hith the modern age. .Emotionally we do not fully. 

understand the possibility Cif a nuclear warn. 

The tragedy is that the testing, manufacture and stockpiling of nuclear 

weapons or of other weapons of mass destruction has not provided, in·reality, any 

security. · No sooner does a new weapon or a system of delivery reach the stage of

manufacture or even development in one country, than other countries are able to 

counter it with something of a deadlier variety. The tragedy is two-fold. 

First, it pushes further and further the day when the use of force will be 

really and completely renounced as a means of regulating international relations. 

The morEl'distant that day the more feverish the arms race. There is a_vicious 

circle, Permit me to quote from a statement by Mrs. Gandhi in the General Assembly 

in October 1968. She said~· nNuclear 1veapons today represent the ultimate in 

force. Thus any attempt to eliminate·force as the determining factor in 

international relations must begin with practical steps towards disarmament • 

• • • • • Despite every solemn resolution adopted by this Assembly, States continue to 

enlarge. their capacity for nuclear war. The arins race and the search for more 

sophisticated weapons have rendered meaningless the conceptof balance of power. 

Yet, every advance in military technology is accompanied by an effort to maintain 

a balance of terror. This encourages local wars and undermines the established 

political authority in States which are struggling to protect their freedom. It, 

is by restricting, reducing and eventually eliminating the growing nuclear n:.enace 

that firm foundat'ions of peace can be laid. The limited achievement of the 

partial test ban· treaty has been off-set by the refusal of States to halt the 

testing of nuclear weapons. The problems of insecurity cannot be solved by 

imposing arbitrary restrictions on those who do not possess nuclear weapons, 

without a.riy corresponding steps to deal with the basic problem of limiting 
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stockpiles in the hands of a few Powers .•••• Unless the Powers which possess 

these weapons are prepared to exercise some self-restraint, collective efforts to 

rid the world of the nuclear menace cannot bear fruit." 

Second? it increases inequality in international .relations. The 

distinguished delega,tes of Sweden and Nigeria have already provided the Committee 

with facts and figures to illustrate the point that the arms race is playing havoc 

with the economic development of developing countries. If there is no drastic 

change in the policies of the affluent, the situation would become even worse as 

time passes. The developing countries need to divert to economic development the 

financial resources they are devoting to their defence. What is more, they need 

inputs from affluent countries which are the ones primarily engaged in the arms 

race. Moreover, as time passes the scarce raw-materials of our planet will become 

even more scarce and costly due to their over-utilization in the arms race. So, 

unless the process of disarmament is begun neither the one nor the other will be in 

a position to divert the vast resources needed by the developing countries. But 

can it be reasonably expected that it is the developing countries which must provide 

an example to the affluent ones? Those.who claim a special status and a special 

responsibility must provide the outstanding example. They must lead the way to a 

new international morality capable of shielding this planet from total destruction• 

Has morality ever seeped upwards? 

This Commi tte·3 of ours must not lose sight of the fact that its task of 

highest priority is to negotiate treaties and conventions relating to the stoppage 

of the nuclear arms race and to nuclear disarmament. It must not be totally 

side-tracked into issues which, while important in themselves, pale into 

insignificance when compared to the nuclear arms race. My delegation is convinced 

that the first steps which should be taken in this direction are (i) a cessation of 

the production of fissile material for weapon purposes combined with prohibition of 

the manufacture of nuclear weapons, and (ii) a comprehensive ban on all testing of 

nuclear weapons. In regard to this last my delegation reiterates that in its 

view there is no excuse to del~ the conclusion of a CTB. 
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The· Government· of Irid:La shares the conviction that ·•·· the futiire of mank.ind can be 

assured only ·thro1ii5h disac-mament arid -the total elimination or nuclear ·weapons• For 

years it has striven for the discontinuance of all testing of ·m.i.clear iveapons and to· 

prevent all proliferatibn;· horizontal· or vertl.oai,·o£: huelearweapons. · There·is·no 

change· in this policy >vhich is inspired by our philosophy· arid history and which .. · 

reflects the dedication of our people· to ivorld peace; stability ·and progress. 

To this end my. delegation renews its offer of constructive co-operation to all 

other delegations in the CCD .' · · 
'! .•' 

Mr.; \VYZNER (.Poland): . I should ).ike to ad,dress myself. to .the subject of. th~ 

mid-term :~::ev-im.; of the Disa:r-mament Decade. , , Before doing S(), however, I want to join 

those. speakers .who have already -vrelCOTIJI3d in OUJ::' midst the distinguisll8d .rep;r-esentative .· 

of the .Soviet Union,. Ambassador V.I.. Lik;hatohev., who i1:1 also our r1err Co-Chairman. On 

behalf of :the Polish delegation I phould like to express our expectation of a fruitful 

co-opE!ratio.n with him in .our common endeavour to solve the important and often . · 

diffi.cult tasks .facing the CCD, and to wish him every success in his mission. 

At. the samE! time, ·.the Polish delegation will remember Ambassador Likhatchev 1. s. 

predecessor,. Ambassador ,A._. A. Roshchin, not. onl;~r for his remarkab,le contribution _:to the. 

wor;k,.of. t};le organ where .he served with disti~ction for much longer than. anyone, a,:r,oun(i 

this table. In fact, \ve will remember Alexey Alexandrovich for his wisdom .ap.d. his 

dedication to the. search for disarmament; we .\'rill remember. him above. a,ll. f9r his 

friendship, kindliness and unfailing. good humour. 

I also understand~ JY"lr. Chair~an~ that this meeting is the last at which our 

distinguished colleague an.d friend from JY.Iongolia, Ampass.~dor Duge:rsuren, is present •.. 

May I. take, this oppo:rtuni ty to express .the heartfel.t thanks of my delegation for the. 
, ••• ·• • • ... • . • • . J 

outstandi:pg cont:L'ibution thai:; h~ has made to the. cause of disarmp.ment and to the 

excellent spirit prevailing within our Committee •.. 

thought, diplomatic skill anc;l.warm personality. 

vie shall miss his clar.i ty of 

I 1.;ish Ambassador Dugersurer1 all 

success in fulfilling tb,e import~nt. duties -vri th which he will be entrusted after the 

return to his country. 
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This Committee owes its appreciation to the distinguished representative of 

Nigeria and· my go·od friend, ./l..mbassador Clark, for his comm€mdable initiative in 

persuadi:rig the Committe~ to set·aside a series of meetings at which to review the 

accomplishments and failures of the first half of the Disarmament Decade. 

In the view of the Polish delegation, the Committee, hard-pressed as it is "\-Ti ih 

the outstanding business, ·ought to welcome this opportunity to reflect on the road 

covered in the last five years and on what lies ahead in the time left of the 

Disarmament Decade. 

As a matter of fact; our first reflection is that in the realm of disarmament a 

time-horizon somewhat 1.vider than a mere decade would, perhaps, offer clearer and more 

appropriate perspective. As we are all aware, disarmament efforts, whether multi

or bilateral, began long before 1970; and few among us realistically expect that all 

the problems and difficulties standing in the way of early and effective disarmament 

will be overcome by the end of the Decade. 

'Like\.vise, while we may well be dissatisfied vrith the slm.v pace of progress in 

disarmament negotiations or concerned over the unabated arms race, we cannot possibly 

afford to belittle, let alone ignore, the progress where and when it has been rilade." 

I do not propose to ehumerate in these brief remarks all the partial meastires of 

arms prevention or disarmament successfully negotiated in the past. They 11rere not 

meant nor possibly could be a substitute for general and complete disarmament under 

effective international control-- our ultimate objective. In adopting a less 

spectacular step-by-step approach, in solving the problems which were most ripe and 

topical, we did not depart from-- on the contrary, we brought closer -- that ultimate 

goal. 

My delegation .strongly believes that the conclusion of the Treaty on the 

Noll-Proliferation of Nuclear vJeapons and its entry into effect in the early days of 

the Disarmament Decade has been a landmark achievement. As is well known, my 
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country has given the Treaty its full support,- considering it amea:sure largely meeting 

the aspirations and concerns which a decade earlier prompted Poland to submit, with the 

support of other socialist countries, a concrete plan for an atom-free zone in Central 

Europe, which unfortunately was considered at the time unacceptable in the \rlest. The 

growing effectiveness of the Treaty~ confirmed by its steady universalization, 

especially such important ratifications of the NPT as those by the Federal Republic 

of Germany, Italy and other EURfl_TOM countries, is being welcomed_ with gratification as 

a sign of the international community's confidence in the intrinsic value of the 

Treaty. We particularly applaud the recent one-hundredth ratification of the NPT by 

the parliament of Japan, as well as the indications that other near-nuclear States 

might soon follow Japan's suit, for they eloquently confirm the importance and vitality 

of that document. 

In addition to the NPT our Committee has been instrumental in elaborating other 

arms prevention and disarmament measures which went into effect in the first half of 

the Disarmament Decade. One of them, the Convention on the Prohibition of the 

Development, Production and Stockpiling of Bacteriological (Biological) and Toxin 

Weapons is an instrument which brought about the physical elimination from the arsenals 

of States of a deadly weapon of mass destruction. As a result of the current work of 

the Committee, another arms prevention agreement is about to see the light, provided 

there is sufficient spirit of good-will and co-operation on all sides. 

Equally positive and even more significant developments in the field of 

disarmament negotiations have been recorded over the last few years outside of this 

organ-- on bilateral or regional scale. 

The SALT agreements and the attendant spirit of political detente and co-operation 

between the Soviet Union and the United States provided a climate in which it was 

possible for two major Powers to reach such an important accord as the Agreement on the 

prevention of nuclear war and to sign the Treaty on the Limitation of Underground 

Nuclear Weapon Tests, recently follo\ved by an Agreement on Nuclear Explosions for 

Peaceful Purposes. 

The Disarmament Decade has also been the time when co-operation and relaxation of 

tension became the rule rather than exception in relations between the nations of 

Europe. The Conference on Security and Co-operation in Europe and the principles for 
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the conduct of St_ates which ~t regis_tered in :ijelsinki m?J_{~ it imperative .to. strive for 

mili ta:Cy detente on the continent ofEurope a~d e.lse1vhere. In this area the 

responsibility that the CCD bears is m1mistakable. The arms race has to be checked 

and the.political detente must be rendered an enduring fact of political life among 

:qations. . .Also in this respect my country .is fully aware of its responsibility. 

Striving to brir1g down the level of military confrontation on the European continent, 

on the basis of equal security of parties, Poland is.actively involveq in the Vienna 

negotiations on .the reduction of armed forces and armaments in the particularly 

sensitive area of Central Europe. 

results. 

We are determined to see that forum yield positive 

The record of meaningful progress in the field of arms control and disarmament 

which I have referred to i.s no reason for self-.satisfaction Qr complacenqy .over .the 

future, particularly the balance of the Disarmament Decad.e.. In fact, my delegation 

believes that renewed efforts must be made by the Committee, indeed by the entire 

international community, to bring about further progress on the road towards general 

and complete disarmament. The priorities have been set out by the United Nations 

General Assemply in some of its resolutions, and indeed by ourselves, in some Qf the 

agreements negotiated by the Committee. Apart from measur~s of nuclear disarmament> 

high among those priori ties is the eLaboration; and conclusion ()f a Convention on the 

complete prohibition and eliminati.on of all chemical. weapons from the arsenals of 

States. Enlightened by the views of the highly qualified experts~ submitted at the 

recent series .of informal meetings, the Committee is now in a good position to talce 

firm and effective steps in. that direction. 

To ward off technolog~cal,breakthroughs in the art ,of destruction and to take 

firm control of the military research and development programmes, we must take early 

anddetermined action to prevent the development and manufacture of new type:;; and 

systems o;f weapons of mass destruction, .as proposed by the Soviet Union and r!O)commended 

by the United Nations General Assembly in resolution 3479 (XXX). At this jupcture, 

I should like to welcome the important decision of this Committee to'hold a series of 
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informal meetings with the participation of experts, begiru1ing 9 August, devoted 

to that. subject. I am pleased to inform my colleagues that a Polish expert will also 

participate in that venture. 

It is difficult if not impossible to envisage or imagine the success of the 

Disarmament Decade without a significant reduction of the staggering sums being spent 

throughout the vmrld on the implements of war. That is 1.-rhy we have given our 

unqualified support to the Soviet proposal on the reduction of military budgets of 

States permanent members of the Security Council by 10 per cent and the allocation of 

a significant part of the saving for assistance to developing countries. Such an 

assistance -- in our view -- would certainly go a long way to1-rards demonstrating in a 

tangible way the close link between the Disarmament Decade and the Development Decade. 

The arms race, however, is not a phenomenon afflicting only the two major Powers, 

or the nuclear-weapon Powers alone. It afflicts all States, irrespective of their 

size or relative wealth. As the distinguished representative of Sweden, 

Madame Thorsson, observed at our last meeting, 11 
••• an increasing portion of scarce 

technical manpower in developing countries is allocated to military purposes. The 

share in total military expenditure of these countries is continuously rising, from 

about 7 per cent in 1970 to 12 per cent in 1975" (CCD/PV.714, p.9). 
I quote those figures not to apportion blame evenly but to emphasize the 

responsibility of all for effective a,nd early progress in the field of disarmament 

negotiations. Poland and other socialist States have long urged the convening of a 

world disarmament conference as the best forum where all countries of the ~rorld could 

discharge their responsibility in that regard. The holding of such a conference is 

one of the major objectives which ought to be implemented as soon as possible in the 

remaining years of the Disarmament Decade. 

As my delegation indicated on many occasions, the key to progress in the field 

of disarmament negotiations is first and foremost political will, not procedural or 

formal moves of a cosmetic nature. 
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·poi·and a,:r:rC. other ~ocialist countr~.es have amply demonstrated their resolve 

in this :r;egard by formulcting_ a political programme of peace and disarmament, 

most notably at the recent Twenty-fifth Congress of the Communist Party of the 

Soviet Union and at the Seven.th Congress of the Polish United Workers Party. 

We believe that the implementation of this programme, which my delegation 

intends to pursue energetically and in the spirit of close co-operation with all 

members of the CCD, would amount to a decisive contribution to the ultimate 

success of the Disarmament Decade and to the attainment of its lofty purposes. 

Mr. DUGERSUREN (Mongolia) (translated from Russian): Mr. Chairman, 

since in a few days' time I have to leave Geneva and will not have the pleasure 

of' continuing to participate' in the work of the Committee on Disarmament, or in 

the working group which is elaborating the draft convention on the prohibition of 

military or any other hostile use of environmerifal modification. techniques, I 

should like, with your permission, to make a few remarks at this plenary meeting 
: .! . . 

of the Committee in connexion with the proposals and considerations recently 

advanced with regard to individual paragraphs and articles in 'the aforesaid draft 

convention • 

.. ,,The Mongolian delegat.ion considers that the incorporation, by tne'c0..:.eyonsorg-of 

the draft convention, ofa nUmber of amendments and additions to the text.of the 

preamble, which to a large extent take into account the ~ishes and proposals· of 

various delegations, has considerably improved the prospects of reachi~g a 

consensus on this part of the draft. We believe that the· content and formulation 

of the preambular paragraphs have been considerably improved. ' In this connexion, 

we should like to express our satisfaction at the fact that the original text of 

the third preambular paragraph has been divided into two separate paragraphs and 

that a clear differentiation has thus been 'made between- as 1\l'e stated at . the 

spring session of the Committee- "two opposite possible consequences of 

environmental modification- namely, ·the potential benefits t~ be derived from the 

peaceful use of environmental modification techniques, and the dangers inherent in 

their use for military and other hostil~ purposes" (CCD/PV-702, p.27). 

The Mongolian delegation, which joined other representatives in proposi:-tg 

that the word iriimi t" in·· the original text of the fourth preambular paragraph be 

replaced by "eliminate" or scme other more appropriate word, considers that this 

paragraph in its revised formulation correctly expresses the general purpose of 

the convention which is being elaborated. 
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,As a whole, the text of the prE;Jar::-Jle j,.n its pres~nt wording is entirely 

acceptable to our .d,elegation. , 

W~ have no objection to the .us,e of the words "wides.pread, long-lasting or 

severe" in ,the fourth preambu],ar paragraph. The same words are used in ar~~cle I 

of the ·.~r9-ft convention as a basic means of defining the scope of the prohipi tion. 

In our o_p~~~qn,_,: the characterization of possible effects in these three 

dimensions, both severally and jointly, as a means of defining the scope of the 

prohibition .is the .l.llPf.3~;9C>:r.re_c_t ~<l .P:r'~c.t:!-cal method, bY .. !'.~?.§;§.Q!_l __ gf. the very 

nature and· complexity of:·the subject of the prohibition ·a.na .the limited amount of 

·resear,ch on. it at the present stage of the development of. science arid technology. 

· . This characterization, together with the illustrative examples given in 

artiple II; :provides a clear :enough·picture of the :subject of the prohibition in 

t'P,e proposed draft convention. •We are inclined to think that the deletion of the 

three above-mentioned wor.ds·. from :the· text, a.s: proposed by sonie representatives, 

might lead to various ambiguities which might hamper the application of the 

convention in practice. 

With regard to the propo·sal that each of these words ·should be accompanied 

by a clear-cut quantitative or other. appropriate explanation,· ·our ·delegation.· 

considers tha.t this might be useful in preventing ambiguous si tuat·ions in the 

applicatiQn of the convention. 

Furthermore, since I have referreO.. to the illustrative examples, I should 

like to say here that we share the view that attempts to make this list as long 

as possible are likely to result in the inclusion of excessive detail which might 

in future give rise to different interpretations and-controversial situations; 

and this in turn might. lead to a weakening of the convention itself •. 

We consider that the present list in·. article II is appropriate,. since· it is 

deliberately confined to the most essential~ ClJJ.<}·;general types of· environmental 

modification and to their. ·effects. 

Since it. is. ge_~~-:t'al~~ agTeed that the. eJ:Cample s in article II are given: merely 

fOir illustnative purposes, they do not necessarily have to be comprehensi:ve and 

exhaustive. ·Accordingly, our .delegation does not consider it necessary to 

lengthen the existing list. 
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I should now 1:i,.ke to.:malm · some remarks on article V and the amendments :proposed 

to it~ 

. I:n t;he first :place, our delegation vmuld like to repeat here its position of .. 

principle that article V as it stands is not o:nly ,in keeping vii th interr1?--tional ,· 

treaty practice of recent times, but also contains a sufficiently flexible procedure 

for the consideration and settlement of disputes and compl;;:tints that may arise in .the 

application of the.· convention. At the same time, our delegation is not opposed to the 

i(iea of d(:l.fining inamore concrete manner the procedure for the consideration of 

comp+aints, in particular, by adding a ·provision stating ho-vr and by what organ the .. 

factual circumstances of the case are to be elucidated. 

We cons.id.er that th,e functions of the proposed organ (committee· or commission of 

experts to. be appointed by the States parties to the convention) should be stric~ly 

confined to elucidating the factual circumstances of the case by promoting 

consultations and co-operation bet-vreen States parties. In our view, there is no 

:need to assign to this ·body any. functions of a political nature, such as interpretation 

of the prov.i;$ions of the convention, or the formulation of recommendations and taldng 

decisions on matters relating to the amendment of the convention, etc. 

With reg~rd to the composition of the committee or commission, .i.t should be o:p~p 

to all ·the parties to the convention v.rhich wish to participate in it •. 

We ~al{e the view th~t the principle of equitable geographical distribution, which 

is applied in Uni te.d Nations practice in the establishment of organs for negotiatio:n,s 

and studies, mainly. on nevf subjects, is not altogether appropriate iri this case. 

What is involved in this case is the. right of participation of each of the parties 

to an international agreement which have acceded to the agreement for the purpose 

of ensuring. the,ir secu:dty and ;v-elfare in the area in question. Accordingly, each 

of the parties to the, convention should have the possibility to participate in the 

committee r s vmrk. 

\fe. further ?onsider that the committee should not become a standing organ~ The 

creation of. standing organs is abv-ays accompanied by difficulties of various kinds. 
. . . : ··- . ... . : 

In each individual case, on the basis of a request received from any State 

party to ~he_convention,·the Secretary-General of the United Nations, who, in 

accordance with the agreement already reached in the working group 1 will be de signa t,ed 
. . . . . . . . . . . : .. .' . ' ·~ . . .. 

as deposi;~ar;y- of this convention, will have to set up a committee of experts after. 
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Our delegation understands that the 

functions of the Secretary-General will mal!lly be to notify tlle States parties to the 

convention of the receipt of a request for consultations, and of the date and place of 

the forthcoming meeting of the consultative committee, and also to provide 

organizational and technical assistance for holding the consultations within the 

framevrork of the Committee. 

We agree that the consultations in the committee of experts with a view to 

elucidating the factual circumstances cannot be a substitute for the function, of the 

Security Council to consider the case, and particularly not for its prerogative to 

take decisions on complaints. 

Our delegation considers that it "i·muld hardly be desirable to assign to the 

committee of experts such functions as the preparation of conferences to examine the 

operation of the Convention, even if a provision on the holding of such conferences 

is included in the text of the convention itself. 

Vli th regard to the actual provision relating to such a conference, we have already 

expressed ourselves in favour of reintroducing the relevant article of the original 

draft proposed by the Soviet Union. At the same time, we should like to state here 

that if the majority considers it inadvisable, for vmll-justified reasons, to include 

such a provision in the convention, our delegation will have no particular difficulty 

in agreeing with such an approach. In vie;·J of the possible future proliferation of 

conferences to examine the operation of var5.ous international .instruments, we consider 

that if a provision on this matter is included., it should be <~s flexible as possible 

on matters relating to the procedure, date and place of such a conference. In other 

1.-mrds, such a provision might, if it is included, provide for example for the 

convening of conferences to examine the operation of the convention only after a 

specified majority -- perhaps a hm-thirds majority of the parties to the · 

convention-- declares itself in favour of holding it. 

The most important point that our delegation wishes to stress in this connexion 

is that such conferences should not be concerned with the interpretation or revision 

of the basic provisions of the convention. 

In pursuance of the sam~objedtive of the maximum possible strengthening of the 

international instrument in this important field, 1-J"e are in favour of the procedure of 

adopting amendments by a solid majority of the States parties to the convention. 
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Th,ese are our ,.1Jri(3£: pr~liminary._ comments on the most importan,t questions relating 

to• the draft conventj_.on on the prohibition of military or any other hostil,e. use of. 

environmental modification techniques. 

· In conclusion, I should like to in.troduce to the members of . the Committee,. 

Ambassador Baya;ryn -Jarga,lsa:jJ:Jlan, l'iho Hill· head our delegation foJ:' the remainder of 

this. session. I a,m sur\3 that Ambassador Jargalsaikhan, drmring on his -vride experiE?nce 

and kno-vrl~dge, will successfully carry out .the mission entrusted' to him. I am also 

sure that. the members of the. Committee will display tm'iards him. the same goodvrill, 

frie;ndship,and co-operation that I have had the honour to enjoy during my pre.sence 

h~re in the Committee.. I am grate~ul to you for all this, which has served as a 
··· .. ,· 

source . o.f inspiration fo;r me in my vrork. 

I >vould like to thank the distinguished representative of Poland, 

Ambassc:v,lor- vJyzne r, ~or his kind words and best -vrishes addressed to me. I am 

grateful to Ambassador .Wyznel~ for his friendship, co-operation and assistance, 

which. have given m\3 much support inmy vro;rk here. . ' . . ' 

M:r. LIKHATCHEV (Union.of Soviet Socialist R~publics) (translated from 

Russian): Our great friend, the representative of the fraternal Mongolian People's 

Republic in the Committee on Disarmament, Ambassador M. Dugersuren, who spoke before 

me, is leaving Geneva, having concluded. his activities in this post. I thilik ·ihat I 

am expressing the zeneral opinion of the members of the Committee in saying that 

Ambassador Dugersuren, who has headed the Mongolian delegation to the Committee on 

Disarmament for a long time, has. to a sub~t~~tiai degree contributed to the 

productivity of our Coilll1li ttee 1 s vrork. Quite apart from .Ambassador Thigersuren' s 

personal charm, his business-iike.and constructive approach to, the problems under 

consideration· in: the Committee and his firm belief in the necessity ~mii' possibility 

of solving them for the benefit' of all States and peoples have given hi~ a weli..:_deserved 

authority among us. In re~etfully: taking leave of· Comrade Duge.rsurer{~. I should like 

to wishhim all the best in his future work and in his personal life. 

At the same time, I should like to _welcome the nevr representative of the 

Mongolian People 1 s Republic in the Committee on Disarmament, Ambassador Jargaisaikhan, 

and to wish him all success in his activities. 

The Soviet delegation would like to st~te its views on the Committee on 

Disarmament 1 s mid.-term review of the Disarmament Decade. 
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Vfuile we give c~e credit to the initlative of the dist~nguished representative 

of Nfgeria, Ambassad.or Clark, who proposed that a number of meetings of the Committee 

should be devoted to the review -- an arrangement vlhich is in conformity with the 

recommendation contained in General Assembly resolution 3470 {XXX) -- we should. like 

to indicate our agreement with the view, which has been expressed here, that the 

positive· developments in the contemporary international situation should be turned 

to good account in order to achieve further progress in the field. of disamament. 

The task, as we see it, is to make the relaxation of international tension an 

irreversible process. For this purpose it is important to supplement and strengthen 

political detente by measures in the military field, to limit and halt the arms race, 

and to do everything possible to achieve the final objective -- general and complete 

disamament. 

As is well known, the Soviet Union is constantly giving exceptional attention 

to the problem of disarmament. It is the sponsor of major innovatory proposals on 

the main questions of disarmament; and it has taken, and. is still taking, a most 

active part in the elaboration and conclusion of all the most significant international 

agreements in this field. 

T,he results achieved in the first half of the Disarmament Decade may with good 

reason :te regarded as substantial. The first half of the 1970s has been the most 

productive period in the whole of the post-war era as regards the implementation of 

practical steps in accordance with concrete agreements concluded on the limitation 

of the arms race and on disamament -- agreements which novl constitute a whole 

complex of measures designed to strengthen peace and security. The significance of' 

this is all the g-.ceater since I<Te are dealing in essence with the initial steps in 

this field. - i.e., the steps which are taken \vi th particular d.ifficul ty. 

The beginning of·the Disamament Decade was marked by the entry into force of 

the Treaty_on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons-- a very important 

international obligation designed. .to prevent nuclear weapons from spreading over our 

planet. We note with satisfaction that during the past five years there have been 

continuous .~dvances in the process of strengthening this Treaty, the parties to which 

nov1 number approximately 100 States. Particularly important progress in this 

connexion occurred in 1975 and 1976, with the accession to the Treaty of a whole 

series of countries which are developed in the nuclear sense. 
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In connexic 1 >fi th the problem of tL~ further strengthening of the regime for 

the non-proliferation of nuclear weapons, I sho11ld like also to note that the 

International .Atomic Energy Agency is now engaged in preparing a system of 

safeguards for all non-nuclear States, coveringthe complete nuclear cycle. Sine~ 

this measure is designed to contribute to. the further strengthening of the 

non-proliferation regima, we are in favour of the elaboration .of such a system of 

safeguards by IAEA as so~n as possible. 

J:n 1975 the Convention on the Prohibition of the Development~ Production and 

Stockpiling of Bacteriological (Biological) and Toxin Weapol},s and on Their 

Destruction entered into force.. This was the first measure of real,. actual 

disarmament in the system of treaties and agreements. It excluded from the arsenals 

of States one of the most dangerous types of weapons of mass destruction. 

In the series of achievements, mention should be made also of the Treaty on the 

Prohibition of the Emplacement of Nuclear Weapons and Other Weapons of Mass 

Destruction on the Sea-Bed and the Ocean Floor and in the Sub-soil Thereof. 

These important international agreements, elaborated here .in the Committee on 

Disarmament, are evidence of ·the important and positive role which this organ is. 

playing in disarmament negotiations. 

Of great importance are the bilateral agreements concluded between the USSR f:lnd 

the United States of America over the past five years, namely: the Treaty on the 

Limitation of kti-Ballistic Missile Systems, the Interim Agreement on Certain 

Measures with R~spect to the Limitation of Strategic Offensive .Arms, the Treaty on 

the Limitation of Underground Nuclear \Ieapon Tests, the Agreement on the Prevention 

·of Nuclear War and, finally the Treaty on Underground Nuclear Explosions for 

Peeceful Purposes signed on 28 May 1976. These Soviet-United States agreements not 

only define relations between the.two Powers on the basis of the principles of 

peaceful .co-existence; they also constitute an important contribution to the· 

strehgthening of international detente, to the elimination of the threat of a global 

nuClear missile conflict, and to the curbing of·the arms race. 

The same exalted purposes are served by many other negotiations and agreements 

of recent years in which the Soviet U:riion has taken part.· ·In this corlriexion we · 

should like, in particular, to mention the agreement recently sigried between 'the 

USSR and France on the prevention of ·the accidental or unsanctioned use of.riuclear. 

weapons, which is of positive signif·icance both for the two countries parties and 

also for the relaxation of international tension. 
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The.fact that negotiations on questions of disarmament and the curbing of the 

arms raqe have become noticeably more active in recent years is a source of satisfaction. 

These negotiations are now being conducted both in forums which have been functioning 

for.many,years (the United Nations General Assembly, the Committee on Disarmament) and 

in new cont$xts as well. I have in mind the bilateral strategic arms limitation talks 

betweEln. the USSR and the United States of America and the Vienna negotiations of 

19 States on the reduction of armed forces and armaments in Central Europe. 

Thus, if one assesses the first half of-the Disarmament Decade by comparing it 

id th previous periods -- and, as is '"ell-known, comparisons reveal the truth -- one is 

bound to note the concrete results obtained, which a:re of no·small importance. 

However, if one bears in mind the further goals before us in the field of disarmament, 

then one m~st say that the existing positive developments are not altogether 

satisfactory for us. The arms race, although limited in certain specific aspects, is 

still continuing; and both developed and developing countries are becoming involved in 

it. This is an obstacle to the detente which is occurring in the world, and to the 

strengthening of relations among States. Vast human andmaterial resourc$s.are being 

diverted from the peaceful and constructive tasks facing States; and t:tp.sis· 

occurring in conditions in which, in many regions of the world, the most elementary and 

vital problems of normal human existence have not yet been solved. 

Naturally, the question arises as to vlhat must be done and how to proceed in order 

to ensure that the second half of the Disarmament Decade, continuing the positive 

trends of the first half, leads to more significant and radical progres~ in the 

solution of di,sarmament problems. 

The Soviet Union's approach is that, while not losing sight of the main goal--

general and .. complete disarmament it will tirelessly look for directions and areas 

in which, o:n the basis of joint efforts by States, concrete results can be achiev:ed 

a~ready now. Without such an approach, it is doubtful whether we would have today 

those agreements on disarmament questions which, in the opinion of. the majority, of 

States, constitute an encouraging start and establish the prerequisites for further 

progress. Basing itself on this approach, the Soviet Union is continuing its efforts 

in many directions to find solutions to disarmament prob+ems. In doing so, it 

considers it extremely important that an ever larger number of States should take as 

active as possible a part in the solution of these problems. 
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The Soviet Union considers that one of the most important tasks at the present 

time is to achieve complete and general prohibition of· nuclear weapon te.si;s. The 

Soviet proposal to ¢onclude a treaty on this question has met with wide support in the 

United Nations. Here in the Committee too,·reference has repeatedly been made to the 

exceptional urgency of a comprehensive nuclear test ban. However, as·:W"e have already 

pointed out, it must:be noted that the specific decision of the thirtieth.session of 

the United Nations General Assembly that all nuclear States should enter into 

negotiations on this question not later than 31 March 1976, with the participation -of 

twenty~five to thirty non-nuclear-weapon States, remains unfulfilled as a result-of the 

attitud.e .. of certain nuclear Powers. 

As long ago as 1972 our country came forward with an initiativt=:nvhich.involv;E;.d. a. 

ban on the use· of all types of weapons -- both conventional and nuclear -- with a· view 

to preventing the outbreak of armed conflicts. This initiative was the proposal-for 

the adoption by the United Nations General Assembly of a decision on the non-use. of 

force in international relations and a simultaneous permanent prohibition of the use 

of nuclear weapons. The majority of delegations at the twenty-seventh session of the 

General Assembly expressed their support for .this proposal, and a declaration on the 

subject was adopted. Considering it extremely important that the renunciation of the. 

use or threat of force in :the settlement of disputes should become a law.of international 

life, the Soviet Union in 1976 gave concrete form to its initiative, by proposing the 

conclusion of a world treaty on the non-use of force in international relations. It 

is ready to consider, together with other States, practical steps for the implementation 

of this proposal. · 

Other. import<mt initiatives include the recent proposal by the Soviet Union. for 

the.prohihition of the development and manUfacture of new types of weapons of mass 

destruction and new __ systems of· such weapons. Modern science and technology have 

reached a level at which it is possible to develop and manufactur€lc:new types of weapons 

of mass destruction that are even more dange;rous than nuclear weapons. However,. this 

question, which is related to the problem of blocking of;f new cham1els for the 

armaments race, has· not· yet been reflected. in agreements between States. As vre intend 

to deal with this problem in detail later, we should like now to express our 

satisfaction at the fact that, in addition to experts from the socialist countries, 

experts from other States, including the States most highly developed from the military 
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point of view which are represented in the Committee on Disarmament, 1vill be taking 

part in the practic~l consideration of this question already at the present session 

of the Committee. We hope that fruitful work -vrill be done at the Committee's meetings 

on this problem as well. \ve are glad that the Soviet initiative on this question is 

meeting -vri th ever wi.der understanding. 

Negotiations with a view to reaching agreement on an international convention on 

the prohibition of military or any other hostile use of environmental modification 

techniques are continuing in a constructive spirit. The difficulties ivhich ar,ise in 

the course of negotiations on particular provisions of the convention can be overcome 

if all participants in the negotiations display the necessary constru,ctive attitude and 

SP.iri t of ,co-operation. \ve are ~ntirely in agreement with the view of those who 

consider that. ,the Committee would prove itself equal to its taslcs by submitting an 

agreed draft of the convention to the thirty-first session of the United Nations 

General Assembly. 

Among the matters which hold promise for the future~ and which, of course must also 

be placed to the credit of the present Disarmament Decade, mention must be made of the 

problem of a complete and general prohibition of the development, manufacture and 

stockpiling of chemical weapons, and the problem of their destruction. 

We have dealt with this question very recent~y, and it is scarcely necessary to 

discuss it in detail now. 

Soviet initiatives in the field of disarmELment also incJ.ude the 1971 proposal for 

the convening of a world disarmament conference. The past years have confirmed the 

urgency of this measure. At the proposed conference, it would be possible to compare 

the points of view of all States on problems of disarmament and to discuss them both as 

a whole and from the standpoint of their individual aspects. However, although_ this 

proposal met with the widest support in the United Nations and an Ad Hoc Committee was 

even set up to prepare for the world disarmament conference, the proposal has not yet 

been put into effect. It goes without saying that. the preparation and convening of 

the conference should in no way detract from the importance of the forms and channels 

for negotiations on disarmament which are in use at the present time, including the 

Committee on Disarmament. 
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The.Comdiittee on'Disarrilament·has a very broadfieldcif activity in which to make a 

worthy contributionto the second half of the Disarmament Decade, and to promote the 

achievement in the next few years of a decisive breakthrough towards the curtailment of the 

armaments race, and towards disarmament. We take the view that a successful solution by· 

the C6Iiuni ttee on Disarmament of each a·f the, •particular problems before it 1•rill broaden 

the possibilities for further progress in :solving the problem of disarmament~ ·and will 

ere ate new co:ridi tions for a further ·strengthening of peace and universal security. : . All 
r 

peoples have a vi tal interest in this. The improvement in the general situation at Jche 

international level in regard to negotiations on disarmament over the last five years is 

creating :some definite prerequisites for this~ 

Apart from all this, the paramount importance which is attached to questions of 

disarmament in the Soviet Union·is·demonstrated by the remarkable fact that more 'than 

100 million Soviet ci tizen:s signed the new Stcic:kholm' Appeal of the World Cormeil ·o•f','Peace · 

for the cessation 'of :the armaments race, for a ban on nuclear weapons·· and· all other type!" 

of vmaporrs of mass destruction, and for· complete ·disarmament. This appeal dated 15 July 

last was also signed by leaders of ·the Soviet Union,· members of the Political Bureau of 

the Central Committee of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union, including L.L Brezhne-v,: 

General Secretary of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of the Soviet Unior1, 

N. V. Podgorny, President of the Presidium of the Supreme Soviet of the USSR, A.N. KosygLL; 

President of the Council of Ministers .of the USSR, A.A. Gromyko; -Minister of Foreign 

iufairs, D.F. Ustinov, Minister of Defence, and other statesme~~ and political figures in 

our country.· 

Mr. OGISO (Japan): Thank you Mr. Chairman. At the outset I wish to join 1'ri th 

the preceding speakers in paying tribute to Ambassador Duge::rsuren :of the )1()ngolian. 

People 1 s .Republic for his past contribution .in this Commi.ttee. <r:qeMongolian ,People 1 s 

Republic ,and Japan joined the CCD together in 196.9. I personally.ha(i ~he pl,easure of 

participating in that session of the CCD and if my recollection is correct 

Ambassador Dugersuren represented his country in that session. For this common experierlCe 
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and common memory, I feel particularly indebted to his co-oper~tion with my delegation in 

the work of the CCD and wish him good luck for his future -vrork. 

w·hole-heartedly on this occasion the new Mongolian representative, 

Ambassador Jargalsaikhan. 

I also wish to welcome 

In the introduction to his Annual Report on the Work of the Organization, submitted 

to the twenty-fourth session of the United Nations General Assembly in 1969 

(A/7601/Add.l), the Secretary-General of the United Nations stated, that: "The world 

now stands a.t a. most critical crossroads. It can pursue the arms race at a terrible 

price to the security and progress of the peoples of the world, or it can move ahead 

towards the goal of general and complete disarmament". In response to these remarks by 

the Secretary-General, the twenty-fourth session of the General Assembly of the 

United Nations adopted resolution 2602 E (XXIV) declaring the decade of the 1970s as a 

Disarmament Decade. .As we are more than half ~ra;y through this Disarmament Decade, it 

is both timely and usefui for the purpose of the future promotion of disarmament to' 

review where '"e have got to in the disarmament efforts made during the past six years. 

For this reason, I fully sympathize '"i th the spirit which urged Ambassador Clark of 

Nigeria to propose that a series of the meetings of this Committee should be dedicated 

to the discussion of this subject. To put it briefly, 1ve must a.dmi t that the progress 

in arms control and disarmament during the first half of the 1970s has not sufficiently 

responded to the Secretary-General's appeal which prompted the declaration of the 

Disarmament Decade. There have indeed been some achievements in this field since the 

entry into force in March 1970 of the Non-Proliferation Treaty, such as the Sea-Bed 

Treaty of 1971, and the Convention on the Prohibition of Biological Weapons of 1972. 

However, we cannot overlook the lack of progress in achieving substantial agreement on 

such matters as nuclear disarmament, in particular a comprehensive test ban, and a 

chemical weapons ban, both of which should be given the highest priority. It is in 

this context that we openly urge the super-Powers, vrhich have the greatest responsibility 

in these ~.;o issues, to make further efforts towards coming to the necessary political 

decisions. 

But, in urging the super-Powers to make political decisions, we should not forget 

that the items relating to arms control and disarmament have lately become more highly 

specialized and technical in character. 
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In conducting negotiations for the'purpose of promoting arms control and 

disarmament, it has become necessary to strive to nialce an elaborate study of these 

specialized arid technical aspects and to make certain that no loopholes are left,. 

in order to provide a solid groundvrork on v1hich political decisions can be. made by 

the super-Po1-rers. That is >vhy vle attach gre~t importance to the informal meetings 

wi tif the participation of experts, ivhi~h have been held actively this year~ >vJe have 

already held informal meetings on the hostile use of environmental modificEition' 

te·~:hnig\.i.es' 'o:ri new i·l8apons crf mass destruction, cin a comprehensive test ban, anc1 also 

on' the chemi'c~l vi'eapons ban \vhich vras held ea:i:'li this month. Furthermore 7 we Eixpect 

th~· Ad B:66 Gi-oiJ.p::bf.EJtpert-s to meet from 2 August in connexion vlith 13h& r intei-national' 

moni taring syste~ ,' ~t:i thin tl;~ context of a comprehensive' test ban, and another· e:x:Pert 

meeti:hgon :rie1if weapci:d£/o:f mass. destruction is to st~rt· on 9 August. Thus, our 

technical : stuCJ.ie~ are maldng gradual l)ro'gress. 

This i's all very satisfying, but the eluddatlon of these technical problems will· 

be reduced to just. a. simple academic exercise unless the super-Pov.Jers. are prepared to. 

malce political decisions using their results as a basis. 

In article VI of the Non-Proliferation Treaty, the States parties, in particular 

the super-Polvers; undertook to pursue negotiations in good fa,i th on effective measures 

relating to nuclear disarmament and a treaty on gene :tal and complete disannarnent. ···We 

shall be able to judge' whether the super-Powers are really ·willing to' fulfil their 

undertakings,· by L.nding ·but i·rhether they hi-~ prepared •. to· mak8 political; ·aecisions · 

once . these technical' problems are resolved as a result of the:- effort~. being mi:tde at. 

this Committee. - In oth~r\vords' 'v~hen the e:irperts hav~; eluCidated and resolved these 

technical problems. it' Jill mean that they have prepB:rea-· a litmus p~per for 'testing 

uhether the supe;:...P6vie~s: really intend to a~dept: a spetJ.fic disarmament proposaL; . It 

is for. this reas·on 'that vi-e attach great importance to the study 6Ftechnica1 :Problems~ 

Among the te·ciihi6ai problems that are cur'rently being discuss~d 'in this Committee 1· 

1-re attach partic~i~- iniporta'nce~ to (l;) in:te~riational co-operation in detecting ·and · 

identifying undergto~d hucl~ar testings by seismological' methods within' the context 

of a 'crr:B, and (2)' d~cia.trig''bn tl~e definition of lethal·agents and the po'ss;ibillties of. 

their verification ivithin the context of a chemical "reapons ban. 
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As to the detection and identification of underground nuclear e:x:plosions by 

seismological means, a decision vras made in this Committee on 22 July about the 

establishment of an Ad Hoc Group of Experts and its terms of reference 9 and 

consequently the Group is to meet from 2 August to discuss such matters as the 

characteristics of an international monitoring system. \:.fhile I earnestly hope that 

the discussions will produce useful results for the purpose of expediting negotiations 

on a comprehensive test ban, ,,.re ;v-ould submit that consideration should be given to the 

use of these results for (l)- reducing the threshold of 150 kilotons as provided for in 

the Threshold Test Ban Treaty and the accompanying PNE Treaty behveen the United States 

and the Soviet Union and·(2) the expansion of· the aforementioned Threshold Treaty into· 

a multilateral one 9 both of >vhich I sugges:ted in my statement on 9 JYiarch. 

As to the problems of a chemical vreapons ban, valuable achievements were made 9 as 

I said earlier, at the informal meeting of experts \vhich \vas held at the beginning of 

this month 9 and the formula and the substance Hhich the initial ban should adopt are 

now emerging. We no1·1 earnestly hope that these comprehensive achievements of the 

meeting of experts 'i.vill prompt the creation of the long-mrai ted joint initiative of 

the United States of America and the Soviet Union 9 >·Jhich '"ould indeed be a typical 

example of the political decision. So 9 gradual but steady progress is being made at 

the technical discussions of this Committee. 

Like the other delegates, I desire earnestly the conclusion at the earliest 

possible date of the convention on the prohibition of the military.or other-hostile 

use of environmental modification techniques. In addition to this convention, I 1muld · 

suggest, as the i terns vrhich this Committee should fulfil. in· the remaining. period of the 

Disarmament Decade 9 (l) a comprehensive test bah, and. as a preliminary step to this 

objective, the reduction of the threshold of 150 kilotons as prcvided for in the 

Threshold Treaty behreen the United States and the Soviet Union and also its expansion 

into a multilateral one, and (2) a convention banning chemical 't·reapons. In this· 

connexion, I recall that Ambassador Clark of Nigeria suggested in his statement on 

20 July that "the CCD should resolve to -vmrk out at its 1977 spring session 

'a comprehensive programme dealing -vri th all aspects of the problem of the cessation 
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of the arms race· and general and complet'e ctisarmament, particularly nu~i~ar · 
. . . 

d.isarinament. ~.I ir •. If this Committee. "i;Tere to decide to formulate such a programme 

this may presumably be done by allo~i-l.ng for sufficient flex.lbili ty as to the time 

schedule -- then I 'vould appeal 'to. all the delegates to consider seriously incorporatirig 

into such a programme the suggestions vrhich I have just made. · · 

Ivlr. SCHLA.ICH (Federal Republic of Germany): Taking the floor for the first 

time during the CCD summer session in an official meeting, I 1vant to express 1/rords of··. 

welcome.· They go first to Mrs. Inga Thorsson, Under-Secretary of State and -leader of 

the Swedish delegation; we appreciated her well.,..founded. and·:timely statement:: on the 

mid-term review of the Disarinament Decade. Furthermore;: I want. to join those 1-rho 

preceded me in·welcoming. the. ne\v leader of the. Soviet delegation and Co-Chairman, 

Ambassador Lilchatchev. In doing this, I would also like to ask him to convey our best 

wishes to his predecessor, Ambassador Roshchin, who was vJidely appreciated by the 

members of this Committee. Once more I say go.od-bye also to Ambassador Barton, leader. ·. 

of the Canadian delegation, whom we hope to meet again in New York. ]!'inally, we take 

leave from Ambassador Kasasa from Zaire, to whom I express my best wishes for his 

future diplomatic career • 

. My.subject today is the mid-.term revieilv of t}J.e Disa:t"lllament Decade. I have 

already mentioned the vc;;ry timely statement of the dist;Lngu.i,shed delegate of Svmden, 

Mrs. Thqrsson~ I ~lso \vant to. express my appreciation for the initiative taken by 

:the head,· of the N;igerian delegation; Ambassador Clark, for the pref?ent series of 

meetings mainly being dedicated to this matter. \ve have follm-md his. speech. on. this 

subject with. great interest. 

Other speakers. 'irrho touched this, topic were. especially Ambassadors D;L. Bernardo f:t:'om 

Italy,-, Ene from Romania, Martin from the United ~t?-·:tes, Allen .. from the United Kingdom 

,.and· La,lqvi6 from Yugoslavia. Their speeches. ha;ve. been i:p. a certaiJ!. \vay so compreh.Gnsive 

that I can restrict myself to a f13vJ remark$ loo~~aly knit together •. 

,:Mrs. Thorsson hal?. justly mentioned. the repo.rt .by a Group. of Experts on. the. 
_., ' •. ' .J : .' , __ . • ~ • • . • • -

Economic and Social Consequences of Disarmament, submitted in 1972. But she has ~lso 

said that iri exploring the concrete link betvreen disarmament and development the report 

made "the general observation that efforts to promote development should neither be 

postponed nor allowed to lay merely because progress in disarmament was slo,v". 
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My Government is of the opinion that both subjects are extremely important and 

achieyements in them are urgent. Freq:uently, however, we have stated in the different 

fora of the United Nations and on other occasions that the establishment of a link 

bet>-reen disarmament and development cannot .be the primordial objective in both fields. 

In saying this, I certainly do not need to stress the role the Government of the 

Federal Republic of Germany plays in the field of development. Let me just hint at the 

fact that the flow of our official aid has tripled between 1970 and 1975, its value 

expressed in US dollars. In that way we have come nearer to the 0. 7 target for 

official development aid (ODA) laid down in the declaration on the International 

Development Strafegy for the. Second United Nations Development Decade. V.Te have also 

considerably raised in these years the private net flow.· Therefore, our tcital net 

flm11 to the ·developing countries could in 1975 once more surpass the magic line of· 

1 ~er cent of our GNP, going up to 1.17 per cent. 

We believe we have proved that, in order to reach progress in the field of 

development, we need not expressly wait for progress in the field of disarmament and 

vice versa. In order to gain time, vre cannot but rather go on in the near future 

seeking progress in both fields independently. 

It is in this endeavour to achieve progress in disarmament, perhaps in both the 

disarmament and the development fields, that we are ca--:operating for instance together 

with other countries in the fulfilment of important international tasks in the 

framework of the disarmament decade. Here I think of the participation of an expert 

of the Federal Republic of Germany in the expert group appointed by the Secretary-General 

on the reduction of military budgets. The work of this group will help to lay the 

necessary foundations for the international comparability of·military expenditure, 

broadly defined. We are looking forward to the report of the group. Their 

achievement may well contribute in providing essential knowledge on the context of· 

world-wide military expenditure. It will therefore be destined, this is our conviction, 

to facilitate also future disarmament talks in the CCD. We are convinced that 

participation in this group is an important contribution to the task of the Disarmament 

Decade. 
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1/Jhile this exercise is 4~:\:i:qg.place outside the CCD, other matters of this ·· .. ': 

Committee's work mE:)ri4 to be ._mentioned in this respect-- in addition to the series of 
_;. - ~ .· : . ' . . : . : . . - . . ! ; :: 

achievements in th~ internEJ,"t;ional disarmament fiel(j_ al,rea,qy described __ to us by the 

distinguished le~(j_er of the United States delegation, &~bassador Martin, in his important 
. . . . :. . . ~- : . •. . . ' ' . . . ~ . : . .. i ·;:-

statement of 22 Jul;y 1976. By this I mean the work done in the CC'D through the 

organization cif special informal expert meetings in providi,ng:_ ever more complete basic 

material on the important disarmament matters as for instance the prohibition of 

chemical -vmrfare, a comprehensive test ban, and the prohibition of environmental 

1varfare. The actual course -o--:t' 'our· negotiations on a treaty on this latter subject has 

sufficiently shown us that these informal meetings of the CCD with experts -- both last 
: .... 

'' 

year and this year _h~ve ,done a great deal to pave the 1vay for our actual negotiations • 
. .. . 

MY countr;y has also Q.een present in them v1i th experts. 

My next remarks concern the question ofthe armament balance in different regions 

of the world; they also touch the question of .conventional arms, a topic we should not 

lose from our sight. The world-vJide expenditure for the procurement of arms is -

certainly high, as has been expressed by Ambassador Martin. __ . This fact a,lone does not, 

however, throw full light on the complexity of the -,SlJ,bject •. , I:Jhile se:pi.pua,ly hoping 

for progress in the -important talks behveen the United States of America, and .the 

Soviet Union, we cannot but drav1 att.ention also to certain developments influencing ~:q.e. 

regional balance of armam.ent. A regional approach to partial measures of disarmament 

v10uld certainly not only raise the level of_ security and confidence in these regions, 

but also set free resources which are indispt:~nsible. for development._ It would thus 

increase the level of the autonomous efforts of developing countries in these regions, 

accelerating the economic· development· and i11t.€insif.ying also. the effect of the :aid coming 

from outside.. It goes without saying' that~- according to the situation in the different ' 

regions; ·h:his approach v1ould in most cases concentrate more on conventional arms. - · We 

do hope that this subject will find more ·attEmt"'ion iri- the Conference of the Committee 

on Disarmam.ent. 
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On several occasions we have underlined the great importance of the ste~by-step 

approach in disarmam~nt -- within the diff~1ent disarmament fields as well as in the 

realization of part~al disarmament and arms control measures and treaties. At the sune 
L . 

time we do not lose sight of the overall objective of complete and general disarmament, 

as already stated by us in this Conference; I quote from what I said last year on. 

8 April: "If the CCD achieves tangible results in these fields it will have taken 

several important steps towards comprehensive and balanced disarmament, 1.rhich would 

always remain the ultimate goal of our endeavours" (CCD/PV.664:.2.-.E::JQ). 

The necessity of recognizing the priorities before us and tackling them according 

to their importance on the _one side and their feasibility on the other, is undoubtedly 

great. Whether we need a comprehensive programme as proposed by .Ambassador Cla~k in 

order to achieve more progress in the second half of the Disarwc,ment Decade~ we carmot 

say. But we will be open to every sensible proposal which would serve to put more 

speed on the progress to be achieved in this Committee. 

Mr. BLACK (United States of America}: As Co-Chairman of the CCD, my delegat;ion 

wishes to follow others that have spoken earlier in bidding farewell to . 

Ambassador Dugersuren of Mongolia. He has contributed much to' our work in this 

Committee, effectively presenting his point of view and offering peneh·ating insights 

on many important issues before us. vle appreciate having he.d Ambassador Dugersuren 

as a CCD colleague and wish him well as he leaves for a new assignment. 

We also take this· oCcasion to welcome lilllbassador Jargalsc;;,.~_khan as his successor. 

Mr. :FARTASH (Iran) (translated from French): Mr. Chair~an, it is with 

much emotion that we have just heard,_ for. the last time at a r.JGeting of the CCD, the 

distinguished Tepresentati ve of Mongolia; .. our colleague and friend, knbasEador Dugersuren. 

I ~ taking the floor as the present Chairman of the Group of 15, and I am sure that 

the 'ltrords I shall say about him express the feelings of all m:Jr colleagues in the 

Group of 15. 
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As you have discharged. your d.uties, we have all admired. your qualities as a 

diplomat, your understanding of 1vorld. problems in general and. those. of disarmament 

in particular, and. your sense of· co-operation. Your customary calm combined. with 

your wisd.om, ·your sagacity and. the willingness· with which you have· always listened. to 

the various points of view expressed. will unquestionably remain as the hallmark of 

the time you have spent· in the CCD and. among us. 

·Ai.so, if I may digre·ss for a few moments from the working meetings of the CCD, 

I would. like to tell you that, also outside your work in the CCD. and. your official 

position, you have always been a friend. and. com'panion extremely agreeable to be with. 

While wishing every success to Ambassador Dugersuren in the performance.of his 

future. d.ut;ies, I should. like to express the sincere wish that he will give us the 

opportunity and. pleasure of seeing him again and. of renewing our friend:shi:P with him. 

Since I hav~. the floor, I sho~ld. like to take the opportunlt'y to welt;me 
. . .. 

Ambassad.or Jargalsaikhan, the new representative of Mongolia iri the CCD. I have just 

been having a brief look at his past experience and. the high functions he has been 

called. upon to perform. This past, rich in experience and. knowled:ge of the problems 

which are the subject of our concerns and. preoccup~ticins, make us confident of his 
. . 

co-operation and. of the major contribution he will rriake to the work of the CCD. 

Mr. ENE (Romania) g -My d.elegation would. also like to join the d.elegations 

vJho expressed. their sentiments in connexion with the departure ·of Ambassad.or Dugersuren, 

the distinguished. representative of the People's Republic of Mongolia. 

Ambassador Dugersuren was an active member of our Committee, his contribution to 

the work of the CCD on behalf of his· Gove-rnment ·has been most appreciated.;·· .,:,e enjoyed. 

his friend.ship, his kindness and. spirit of co-operation. 

For all this I would. like to thank.Ambassad.or Dugersuren'most sincerely and. to 
· .... 

tell him that vTe will ~iSS hlm Very m{j_ch. 

I belie~~e that I share the feelings of other a:e1egations in wishirrg 

Ambassad.or Dugersuren and. his family good. health,· a good. journey ·to Ulan· Bator and. 

every success in the new important assignments he is going to receive, 'after a· 

well-d.eserved. rest. 

Finally, I would. also like to welcome Ambassad.or Dugersuren' s successor and. 

wish him also every success. 
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··The CHAIRMAN (Zafre): The Co-Chairmen have asked. me to announce that they 

have circulated. to all COD members copies of letters from the Governments of 

Australia' Belgium, Finland,, and. Norway, expressing their interest in participating 

in the Ad: Hoc Group of Scientific Experts to consid.er International Co-operative 

Measures to Detect and. Id.entify Seismic Events, which the CCD d.ecid.ed. to establish 

at its 714th plenary meeting. It is noted. that, in taking this d.ecision, the CCD , 

agreed that the group would. be open to scientific experts nominated. by States Members 

of the United. Nations that are not represented. in the CCD, upon invitation of the CCD. 

Accord.ingly the Co-Chairmen recommend. that these four countries be invited. by the CCD 

to·noniinate scientific experts to participate in the group. 

It was so d.ecid.ed .• 

Mr. DUGERSUREN (Mongolia): I have asked. for the floor just to thank you 

and. the distinguished. representatives of the USSR9 Japan, the Fed.eral Republic of 

Germany, the United. States of .Ainerica, Iran and. Romania for the friend.ly sentiments 

and. kind. words they have said about me. I hardly d.eserve such high praise i but I will 

d.o my best to be wortby of that blessing. Once again I should like to express my 

grateful thanks to each of the distinguished. representatives for their good.will, 

friend.ship and .. co-operation from which I have benefited. so much. 

J.VJy work in this Committee has been one of the most memor-able period.s of my life. 

I shall try to keep live rrry interest in d.isarmament matters and. shall be looking 

·forward. to seeing each of you. 

Thank you and. "au revoir". 

The CHAIRMAN (Zaire) (translated. from French): As the Chairman of this 

meeting, the last which .Ambassad.or Dugersuren is attending, I should. like, on behalf 

of all members of the CCD, to express to the distinguished. representative of the 

Mongolian People 1 s Republic our regret at his d.eparture from this family. However, 

I am sure that Ambassad.or Dugersuren, who has d.evoted. his active life to the cause of 

the international community, will serve it with the same spirit of self-sacrifice, 

competence and. devotion. 
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I believe that the sentiments expressed. about you by .Ambassador Likhatchev are 

those of each one of us. 

Mr • .Ambassador, on behalf of my country, Zafre, I wish you every success in 

your new duties and. a long life. 

We bid. you fare,rell. 

We welcome your successor, .Ambassad.or Jargalsaikhan, and. assure him of our 

complete collaboration. 

The meeting rose at 12.45 p.m. 




